In neuroimaging, hundreds to hundreds of thousands of tests are performed across a set of brain regions or all locations in an image. Recent studies have shown that the most common family-wise error (FWE) controlling procedures in imaging, which rely on classical mathematical inequalities or Gaussian random field theory, yield FWE rates (FWER) that are far from the nominal level. Depending on the approach used, the FWER can be exceedingly small or grossly inflated. Given the widespread use of neuroimaging as a tool for understanding neurological and psychiatric disorders, it is imperative that reliable multiple testing procedures are available. To our knowledge, only permutation joint testing procedures have been shown to reliably control the FWER at the nominal level. However, these procedures are computationally intensive due to the increasingly available large sample sizes and dimensionality of the images, and analyses can take days to complete. Here, we develop a parametric bootstrap joint testing procedure. The parametric bootstrap procedure works directly with the test statistics, which leads to much faster estimation of adjusted p-values than resampling-based procedures while reliably controlling the FWER in sample sizes available in many neuroimaging studies. We demonstrate that the procedure controls the FWER in finite samples using simulations, and present region-and voxel-wise analyses to test for sex differences in developmental trajectories of cerebral blood flow.
INTRODUCTION
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a widely used tool for studying the neurological correlates of human cognition, psychiatric disorders, and neurological diseases. This is due to the flexibility of MRI to noninvasively study various functional and physiological properties of the human brain. Often, many hypothesis tests are performed at every voxel or at anatomically defined brain regions in order to identify locations that are associated with a cognitive or diagnostic variable. Multiple testing procedures (MTPs) are crucial for controlling the number of false positive findings within a statistical parametric map or across a set of brain regions being investigated. Typically the family-wise error rate (FWER) is controlled at a level 0 < α < 1, meaning that the probability one or more null hypotheses is falsely rejected is less than or equal to α.
Recently, several studies have demonstrated that commonly used FWER controlling procedures yield incorrect false-positive rates others, 2016, 2012; Silver and others, 2011) . Cluster-based spatial inference procedures (Friston and others, 1994) that rely on Gaussian random field (GRF) theory can have hugely inflated false-positive rates, while voxel-wise GRF MTPs (Friston and others, 1994) tend to have exceedingly small FWERs that are far below the nominal level. The failure of GRF procedures is due to the fact that the spatial assumptions of GRF approaches are often violated in neuroimaging data sets (Eklund and others, 2016) . The small type 1 error rate of voxel-wise procedures is due to the reliance on classical FWER procedures (such as the Bonferroni procedure) that do not account for the strong dependence between hypothesis tests in voxel-wise and region-wise analyses. This small type 1 error rate leads to an inflated type 2 error rate and loss of power. These recent studies demonstrate a dire need for robust and powerful inference procedures.
To our knowledge, the only methods used in neuroimaging that reliably control the FWER are permutation-based joint testing procedures (Winkler and others, 2014; Eklund and others, 2016; Dudoit and van der Laan, 2008) . These methods maintain the nominal FWER because they appropriately reproduce the joint distribution of the imaging data, thereby overcoming the limitations of methods typically used in imaging. Unfortunately, permutation testing is computationally intensive, especially in modern imaging data sets that have large sample sizes and hundreds of thousands of voxels or hundreds of brain regions. Moreover, currently available neuroimaging software only performs single-step testing procedures, although step-down procedures are uniformly more powerful. The extensive computation time means it can take days to perform statistical tests or can even lead investigators to reduce the number of permutations to an extent that adjusted p-values have large error.
As a solution, we design a parametric-bootstrap joint (PBJ) testing procedure for hypothesis testing in region-and voxel-wise analyses. Region-wise analyses are performed by averaging all voxel values within anatomically defined regions and fitting a model at each region. Voxel-wise analyses fit a model at each of hundreds of thousands of voxels in a brain image. As the parametric bootstrap does not require resampling and refitting the model for every iteration, it is faster than permutation testing procedures. In addition, our procedure allows the generated null distribution to be applied to multiple tests of statistical parameters. This drastically reduces computing time as the null distribution can be estimated from one bootstrap procedure and applied for many tests. We demonstrate the efficacy of our procedure by investigating sex differences in development-related changes of cerebral blood flow (CBF) measured using arterial spin labeled MRI (Satterthwaite and others, 2014) .
In Section 2, we discuss several FWER controlling procedures used in neuroimaging and classify them with regard to single-step/step-down and marginal/joint procedures. In Section 3, we present the new PBJ procedure. We summarize the data and analyses in Section 4 and the simulation methods in Section S1.2 of the supplementary material available at Biostatistics online. In Section 5, we use simulations to investigate when joint MTPs maintain the nominal type 1 error rate, and we compare the power and FWER of the PBJ to commonly used MTPs using simulations of region-and voxel-wise data analyses. Finally, in Section 6 we perform region-and voxel-wise analyses of the CBF data.
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where X 0 is an n × m 0 matrix of nuisance covariates, X 1 is an n × m 1 matrix of variables to be tested,
and let Y i denote an arbitrary row vector of Y . Assume that the V × V covariance matrix is the same for each subject, cov(Y i ) = , and define the correlation matrix
We denote the observed test statistics by Z v0 for v = 1, . . . , V , where we reject the null H 0 : β v = 0 for large values of Z v0 . The notation Z is used (as opposed to F) as we consider transformed F-statistics in Section 3. At each location we are interested in performing the test of the null hypothesis H 0v : β v = 0 using an F-statistic. The form of model (2.1) covers a wide-range of possible tests including tests of group differences, continuous covariates, analysis of variance, and interactions. V is typically in the hundreds for region-wise analyses or the hundreds of thousands for voxel-wise analyses. The goal of all MTPs is to control some measure of the number of false positive findings in a family of hypothesis tests. We will assume the approach of controlling the FWER at some level 0 < α < 1. In most fields, we would like to maintain control of the FWER even in the case that there are false null hypotheses. This is referred to as strong control of the FWER (Hochberg, 1988 
(2.3)
In neuroimaging, strong control of the FWER corresponds to maintaining the correct FWER control even if there is a set of regions or voxels where there is a true effect. The strong FWER controlling procedures discussed in this manuscript are given in Table S1 of the supplementary material available at Biostatistics online.
Single-step and Step-down procedures
Due to the complex dependence structure of the test statistics in neuroimaging data, it is necessary to use testing procedures that are appropriate for any type of dependence among tests. Single-step and step-down procedures are two classes of MTPs that have strong control of the FWER for any dependence structure (Dudoit and others, 2003) . These are in contrast to step-up procedures, which make explicit assumptions about the dependence structure of the test statistics (Sarkar and Chang, 1997) . When testing V hypotheses H = {H 1 , . . . , H V } in a family of tests, the single-step procedures use a more stringent common threshold α * ≤ α such that the inequality (2.3) is guaranteed. While this procedure is simple, in most cases it is uniformly more powerful to use a step-down procedure. 500 S. N. VANDEKAR AND OTHERS PROCEDURE 2.1 (Step-down procedure) Let p (1) , . . . , p (V ) be the increasingly ordered p-values, for hypotheses H (1) , . . . , H (V ) . The step-down procedure uses thresholds α *
(1) ≤ · · · ≤ α * (V ) ≤ α to find the largest value of K such that
and rejects all hypotheses H (1) , . . . H (K) .
The single-step procedure can usually be improved by modifying it to be step-down procedure while still maintaining strong control of the FWER (Holm, 1979; Marcus and others, 1976; Hommel, 1988) . The canonical example of this modification involves the Bonferroni and Holm procedures (Dunn, 1961; Holm, 1979) . The Bonferroni procedure uses the common threshold α * = α/V for all hypotheses and rejects all H k such that p k < α/V . The Holm procedure instead uses the thresholds α * (k) = α/(V + 1 − k) and rejects using Procedure 2.1. Holm's procedure is always more powerful than Bonferroni and still controls the FWER strongly (Holm, 1979) .
Joint testing procedures
MTPs can further be classified into marginal and joint testing procedures. The Bonferroni and Holm approaches are called marginal procedures because they do not make use of the dependence of the test statistics. As they must be able to control any dependence structure, they are more conservative than joint testing procedures that cater exactly to the distribution of the test statistics (Dudoit and van der Laan, 2008) . The benefit of accounting for the dependence of test statistics is critical in neuroimaging, where the test statistics are highly dependent due to spatial, anatomical, and functional dependence. Joint MTPs differ in how the null distribution is estimated from the sample, but use the same procedure to compute single-step or step-down adjusted p-values. For this reason, we will first discuss the estimation of the null distribution and then discuss how adjusted p-values are computed from the estimate of the null.
Estimating the null distribution with permutations
The "Randomise" procedure proposed by Winkler and others (2014) is a single-step permutation joint (PJ) MTP widely used in neuroimaging. The PJ MTP procedure is a modification of the Freedman-Lane procedure (Freedman and Lane, 1983) implemented by Winkler and others (2014) that estimates the null distribution of the test statistics by permuting the residuals of the reduced model to obtain estimates of the parameters under the null hypothesis that there is no association between the variables in X 1 and the outcome. Though only the single-step procedure has been proposed for use in neuroimaging, for completeness we include null estimation of the test statistics for the step-down procedure. PROCEDURE 2.2 (Permutation null estimation) Assuming the model (2.1):
obtain the residualsˆ v and the test statistics
Z v0 for all regions or voxels v = 1, . . . , V . 2. Order the test statistics Z (1)0 < Z (2)0 < · · · Z (V )0 and let (v) be the corresponding residuals. 3. For b = 1, . . . , B, randomly generate a permutation matrix P b , permute the residualsˆ (v)b = P bˆ (v) , and define the permuted data at each voxel as
to be used as an estimate of the null distribution.
Ordering the test statistics is not necessary for the single-step procedure, but is required for computing step-down adjusted p-values. Note that for any given b, the generated test statistics Z (v)b may not be increasing in v. Strong control of the FWER for this permutation procedure relies on the assumption of subset pivotality (see Supplementary Material available at Biostatistics online) (Westfall and Young, 1993) .
This null distribution can be used to compute rejection regions or adjusted p-values. Because all joint testing procedures rely on estimates of the null distribution, they are approximate in finite samples. The permutation methodology and our proposed PBJ procedure (Section 3) only differ in how the null distribution is estimated.
Computing adjusted p-values
The following procedures describe how to obtain single-step and step-down adjusted p-values using any estimate of the null distribution generated by permutation or bootstrapping.
PROCEDURE 2.3 (Single-step joint adjusted p-values) Assuming the model (2.1) and an empirical distribution of null statistics Z
PROCEDURE 2.4 (Step-down joint adjusted p-values) Assuming the model (2.1) and an empirical distribution of null statistics Z (v)b for v = 1, . . . , V and b = 1, . . . , B:
The single-step procedure is less powerful than the step-down counterpart (Dudoit and van der Laan, 2008) . This is evident in comparing the procedures, as the adjusted p-values for the step-down procedure are at least as small as the adjusted p-values from the single-step. The adjusted p-values obtained using the step-down approach correspond to using Procedure 2.1. The key feature of Procedure 2.3 is that the estimate of the joint distribution is used to compute adjusted p-values, where as Holm's procedure is a version of Procedure 2.1 that only uses the marginal distribution of the test statistics. So far, we have described existing MTPs used in neuroimaging.
PARAMETRIC-BOOTSTRAP
In this section, we propose single-step and step-down PBJ approaches that are conceptually identical to the PJ procedure, but differ in how the null distribution of the statistics is generated. The PBJ is based on the theory developed by Dudoit and van der Laan (2008) and therefore does not rely on the assumption of subset pivotality. We will allow the additional assumption that under the null the test statistics are approximately chi-squared. The chi-squared approximation can rely on asymptotic results, or as we show in Section 4.2, a transformation can be used so that the test statistics are approximately chi-squared. As with the PJ procedure discussed above this implies that the p-values are approximations that become more accurate as n → ∞. In Section 5, we use simulations to show that the procedures control the FWER in sample sizes available in many neuroimaging studies.
Asymptotic control of the FWER
Here, we give a brief overview of the underlying assumptions sufficient to prove that the adjusted p-values from the PBJ control the FWER asymptotically. Details are given in the Supplementary Material available at Biostatistics online. We require that the test statistics' null distribution satisfies the null domination condition (Dudoit and van der Laan, 2008, p. 203) and need a consistent estimate of the null distribution. 
where Z n ∼ Q n is distributed according to a finite sample null joint distribution Q n and Z ∼ Q 0 .
The joint null distribution Q 0 for the test statistics can be used to compute asymptotically accurate adjusted p-values if the null domination condition holds. We use a diagonal singular Wishart distribution as the null because it is proportional to the asymptotic distribution of a vector of F-statistics. We also transform the F-statistics marginally to chi-squared statistics if
( 3.4) for the error term in model (2.1). The assumption of asymptotic null domination of Definition 3.1 is satisfied when using our transformated F-statistics even if the error distribution is not normal (see Theorem S2 in the Supplementary material available at Biostatistics online). Thus, the PBJ provides approximate p-values regardless of the error distribution.
In practice the joint distribution of the test statistics, Q 0 , is not known a priori and must be estimated from the data. In order to obtain asymptotically valid adjusted p-values, the estimate for Q 0 ,Q 0 , must be consistent. Because the distribution Q 0 = Q 0 ( ) is a function of the covariance matrix , a consistent estimator for Q 0 can be obtained from a consistent estimator for . The choice of the estimator is critical becauseˆ must be consistent for under the alternative distribution. That is, even if some null hypotheses are falseˆ must be consistent. The PBJ procedure uses a consistent estimator for based on the residuals of the full design X . The consistency ofˆ under the alternative guarantees asymptotic control of the FWER (see Supplementary Material available at Biostatistics online). Note that, in general, the PJ procedure may not yield a consistent estimator for the joint distribution Q 0 if the alternative is true at more than one location because the estimates of covariances are biased. The covariance estimates are biased due to the fact that, for the reduced model used by the PJ MTP (see Procedure 2.2), the mean is incorrectly specified in locations where the alternative is true. If the assumption of subset pivotality is satisfied, then the permutation estimator will be consistent.
Parametric bootstrap null distribution
For the parametric bootstrap we assume model (2.1) and use F-statistics for the test H 0v : β v = 0.
5)
where R A denotes the residual forming matrix for A. When the errors are normally distributed (3.4), F vn is an F-distributed random variable with m 1 and n − m (DOF). When the errors are not normal the statistics (3.5) are asymptotically m −1 1 χ 2 m 1 . The following theorem gives the asymptotic joint distribution of the statistics. THEOREM 1 Assume model (2.1), let F vn be as defined in (3.5), and define the p×V matrix α = [α 1 , . . . , α V ]. Further assume that, under the null,
where M = sup x x / x is the natural norm. Then the following hold:
1. Define the matrix i,i = 1/ i,i and i,j = 0 for i = j. When (3.4) holds, (Srivastava, 2003) . 2. The F-statistics converge in law to the diagonal of a singular Wishart distribution, that is,
as n → ∞.
In order to make the statistics robust regardless of whether the errors are normal, we use the transformation
where n is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for a F(m 1 , n − m) random variable and −1 is the inverse CDF for a χ 2 m 1 random variable. If the errors are normal (3.4), then the transformed statistics (3.9) are marginally χ 2 m statistics. When the errors are nonnormal then Z vn is asymptotically χ 2 m 1 (see Theorem S2 in the supplementary material available at Biostatistics online). The asymptotic joint distribution of the statistics given in Theorem 1 allows us to use a diagonal singular Wishart to compute approximate adjusted p-values. To compute probabilities we do not have to sample the full matrix (3.8), since only the diagonal
To find adjusted p-values,p v , for the single-step procedure we compute the probabilitỹ 11) and Z v0 is the observed statistic at location v. Theorems S2 and S4 in supplementary material available at Biostatistics online guarantee asymptotic control of the FWER when (3.11) is used as the null distribution.
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In practice, the joint distribution (3.11) is unknown due to the fact that is unobserved, so the probability (3.10) cannot be computed. We must obtain an estimate for in order to compute estimates of these probabilities. Since the diagonal, v,v = 1, we only need to estimate the off-diagonal elements. By estimating ρ ij with the consistent estimator
we are guaranteed asymptotic control of the FWER (see Supplementary Material available at Biostatistics online). This estimator is biased toward zero in finite samples, and yields conservative estimates of the correlation. Note that using the residuals of the full model is crucial here as that estimator yields consistent estimates of the correlation regardless of whether the alternative is true in each location. Instead of using in (3.11) we use the estimated covariance matrix of the test statisticŝ
Importantly, the covariance of the tests statistics does not depend on what model parameter is being tested, so a single null distribution can be used for tests of all parameters provided the tests are on the same DOF. This conserves computing time relative to the permutation procedure which must estimate a null distribution for each test.
The parametric-bootstrap procedure
We compute p-values using a parametric bootstrap: we use the estimate ofˆ to generate B diagonal singular Wishart statistics. Because the rank ofˆ is at most min{(n − m), V } it does not require the storage of the full V × V covariance matrix if V > (n − m). This gives the following procedure for estimating the null distribution using the parametric bootstrap. 1. Regress Y v onto X to obtain the test statistics for H v0 : β v = β v0 using (3.9). Let Z (1)0 < Z (2)0 < , . . . , < Z (V )0 denote the ascending test statistics andẼ = [ˆ (1),0 , . . . ,ˆ (V )0 ], the n × V matrix of their associated residuals from model (2.1). 2. StandardizeẼ so that the column norms are 1. Denote the standardized matrix by E. Let r = rank(E) = min{n − m, V }. Family-wise error control for neuroimaging 505 4. METHODS Code to perform the analyses presented in this manuscript is available at https://bitbucket.org/ simonvandekar/param-boot. While the processed data are not publicly available, unprocessed data are available for download through the Database of Genotypes and Phenotypes (dbGaP) (Satterthwaite and others, 2016) . We provide simulated region-wise data with the code so that readers can perform the regionwise analyses presented here. Synthetic simulations are used to assess finite sample properties of each testing procedure. Simulations that resample from the CBF data are used to assess the FWER in real data. Methods describing the simulation procedures are given in Section S1.2 of supplementary material available at Biostatistics online.
Use E, m 1 , and r to generate the null test statistics
Z b = (Z (1)0 , . . . , Z (V )b ) for b = 1, . . . , B.
Cerebral blood flow data description
The Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental Cohort (PNC) is a large initiative to understand how brain maturation mediates cognitive development and vulnerability to psychiatric illness (Satterthwaite and others, 2014) . In this study, we investigate image and regional measurements of CBF using an arterial spin labeling (ASL) sequence collected on 1,578 subjects, ages 8-21, from the PNC (see Satterthwaite and others, 2014 for details). Abnormalities in CBF have been documented in several psychiatric disorders including schizophrenia (Pinkham and others, 2011) and mood and anxiety disorders (Kaczkurkin and others, 2016) . Establishing normative trajectories in CBF is critical to characterizing neurodevelopmental psychopathology (Satterthwaite and others, 2014) . Image preprocessing steps are described in Section S1.1 of supplementary material available at Biostatistics online. In order to parcellate the brain into anatomically defined regions, we use an advanced multi-atlas labeling approach which creates an anatomically labeled image in subject space (Avants and others, 2011) . The ASL data are pre-processed using standard tools included with FSL (Jenkinson and others, 2002; Satterthwaite and others, 2014) . The T1 image is then co-registered to the CBF image using boundary-based registration (Greve and Fischl, 2009 ), the transformation is applied to the label image, and then CBF values are averaged within each anatomically defined parcel.
Of the 1601 subjects with imaging data 23 did not have CBF data. Three hundred thirty-two were excluded due to clinical criteria, which include a history of medical disorders that affect the brain, a history of inpatient psychiatric hospitalization, or current use of a psychotropic medication. An additional 274 subjects were excluded by an imaging data quality assurance procedure, which included automatic and manual assessments of data quality and removal of subjects with negative mean CBF values in any of the anatomical parcels. These exclusions yielded a total of 972 subjects used for the imaging simulations and analysis.
Cerebral blood flow statistical analysis
We perform region-and voxel-wise analyses of CBF in order to identify locations where there are sex differences in development-related changes of CBF. For the region-wise analysis, we test the sex by age interaction on the average CBF trajectories in the V = 112 regions using an F-statistic from an unpenalized spline model. For the voxel-wise analysis, we perform the same test in all V =127 756 gray matter voxels.
For the region-wise data we fit the age terms with thin plate splines with 10 DOF. Thus, the numerator of the F-statistic has 9 DOF using the mgcv package in R (R Core Team, 2016; Wood, 2011) . Results from the simulation analyses and previous theoretical results (Gotze, 1991) demonstrate that multivariate convergence rates depends on the dimension of the vector of statistics (Table 1 and Table S2 in supplementary material available at Biostatistics online), and the DOF of the test (Figure 2 ). For this reason, we use the Yeo-Johnson transformation for the PBJ procedure so that the transformed CBF data are approximately normal (Yeo and Johnson, 2000) . We estimate the age terms for the voxelwise data on 5 DOF, Table 1 . Type 1 error results for n = 100 to assess convergence rates. Values are mean percentage of correctly rejected tests across 500 simulations. Test statistics were simulated as normal with independent (Indep), positive autoregressive (Pos AR(1) ), and negative autoregressive (Neg AR(1)) correlation structures with ρ = 0.9 and ρ = −0.9. The number of tests was varied within m = (200, 500, 1,000, 5,000, 10,000) so that the test for the interaction is on 4 DOF. Race and motion (mean relative displacement; MRD) are included as covariates at each location for both analyses. Similar results were presented in a previous report (Satterthwaite and others, 2014) using Bonferroni adjustment. We also perform the voxel-wise analyses using a 10 DOF spline basis in Supplementary Material available at Biostatistics online. The same MTPs are compared for the region-and voxel-wise CBF analysis as used in simulations. For the region-and voxel-wise analyses 10,000 samples are used for the PBJ and PJ procedures. We present the corrected results with the FWER controlled at α = 0.01 for the region-wise analysis and α = 0.05 for the voxel-wise analysis. A more conservative threshold is used for the region-wise data as the smaller number of comparisons and noise reduction from averaging within regions increases power considerably.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Synthetic simulation results
We use simulations to explore how the FWER is affected by using asymptotic approximations and estimating the covariance matrix in finite sample sizes. Results are shown for sample sizes of n = 100 and n = 40 (Table 1 and Table S2 ). Two hypotheses are tested on (see S1 of supplementary material available at Biostatistics online) and 3 (see S2 of supplementary material available at Biostatistics online) DOF. The results demonstrate that by using the sample covariance estimate in the PBJ MTP the FWER is only slightly inflated for n = 40 and when n = 100 the FWER is controlled at the nominal level for all the dimensions Fig. 1 . FWER and power for the F-statistic of (see S1 of supplementary material available at Biostatistics online) on DOF and F-statistic of (see S2 of supplementary material available at Biostatistics online) on 3 DOF for V = 112 brain regions. Bonferroni and Holm both have conservative control. The PBJ maintains accurate FWE control even when n < p. The power for the PBJ and PJ procedures are equal. Lines indicate 95% confidence intervals. SS, single-step; SD, step-down. Color figure is available in the online version of this manuscript.
considered (Column Z n |ˆ ). Note, that when the transformation (3.9) is not used all procedures have inflated FWERs (Columns T n in Table 1 and Table S2 of supplementary material available at Biostatistics online) due to the fact that the multivariate normal approximation is not accurate and is worse for a larger number of tests (Gotze, 1991) . We can conclude that most of the error in estimating the FWER comes from the normal approximation. Even whenˆ is rank deficient it still provides nominal FWER control. Interestingly, the PJ procedure controls the FWER for all the sample sizes considered. While permutation tests are exact for univariate distributions (Lehmann and Romano, 2005) , to our knowledge there is no theoretical justification that multivariate permutations are accurate when the number of statistics exceeds the sample size. Finally, the PBJ and PJ MTPs control the FWER at the nominal level, while Holm's procedure is conservative for correlated test statistics.
Region-wise FWER and power
We use simulations that sample from real imaging data to assess the FWER in finite samples for region-wise analyses. For the test of hypothesis (see S1 of supplementary material available at Biostatistics online), the PBJ and PJ procedures maintain the nominal FWER for all samples (Figure 1 ). As expected, the FWER for the Bonferroni and Holm procedure are conservative. The power of the joint testing procedures is higher than the marginal testing procedures (Figure 1) . The PBJ has equal power to the PJ procedure. The step-down procedure confers almost no benefit. For testing the hypothesis (see S2 of supplementary material available at Biostatistics online) the PBJ and PJ procedures control the FWER at the nominal level for all sample sizes (Figure 1) and Holm procedures give similarly conservative FWERs as the single DOF test. Power analyses demonstrate that the PBJ and PJ procedures have the same power. As with testing (see S1 of supplementary material available at Biostatistics online), the step-down procedure shows little improvement over the single-step.
Voxel-wise FWER and power
We use simulations that sample from real imaging data to assess the type 1 error and power for voxel-wise analyses. For the test of (see S1 of supplementary material available at Biostatistics online), the PBJ maintains the nominal FWER for samples sizes greater than 200. The PJ procedure maintains control for all sample sizes considered ( Figure 2 ). As expected, Bonferroni and Holm procedures have conservative FWER. This conservative FWER leads to a reduction in power for these methods (Figure 2 ). The power for PBJ was comparable to the PJ procedure.
For the test of (see S2 of supplementary material available at Biostatistics online) on 3 DOF the PBJ controls the FWER for sample sizes larger than 200 ( Figure 2) . The PBJ procedure does not control the FWER for smaller sample sizes because the estimate of the covariance structure (2.2) is not accurate enough to work as a plug-in estimator for the full rank covariance matrix. The PJ procedure maintains nominal control of the FWER for all sample sizes. The marginal testing procedures have the same conservative FWER control as above. Both joint testing procedures have greater power than the marginal procedures.
Family-wise error control for neuroimaging 509 Fig. 3 . FWER controlled results at α = 0.01 for Holm, PBJ step-down, and PJ single-step for the region-wise analysis. Color scale is − log 10 (p) and shows results greater than 2. The left-most images show the overlay of PBJ, Holm, and PJ in that order. The right three columns show regions identified by Holm, PBJ, and PJ, respectively. Color figure is available in the online version of this manuscript.
Computing time
While the PJ and PBJ procedures are both linear in the sample size, as the PBJ procedure works directly with the distribution of the test statistics we expect it to be faster than permutations. To compare observed computing times we took the ratio of the time to evaluate both tests for PJ and PBJ procedures. The computing times for the sample sizes simulated for the region-wise data are given in Figure S1 of supplementary material available at Biostatistics online. The PBJ is at least twice as fast as the PJ procedure and increases with the sample size so that the computing time reduction is larger for larger sample sizes.
CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW RESULTS
To compare the testing procedures in the CBF data, we perform a test for a nonlinear age-by-sex interaction on CBF trajectories for region-and voxel-wise analyses. For the voxel-wise analysis the PBJ and PJ MTPs take 5.9 and 69.2 h to run, respectively. We perform an F-test for the interaction at each of the 112 regions ( Figure 3 ). The Bonferroni, Holm, PBJ, and PJ procedures reject 56, 71, 78, and 61 regions, respectively. The PJ procedure is more conservative for two reasons. The first is that it is a single-step procedure; when there is a relatively large number of rejected tests then using a step-down procedure is more likely to improve power. The second reason is that the finite sample distribution of each of the regions is different. Regions near the edge of the brain are likely to be more heavily skewed due to imperfections in the image registration. By comparing all regions to the distribution of the maximum, the PJ procedure is necessarily conservative because it compares to the most heavily skewed regions. In contrast, by transforming the data prior to using the PBJ procedure the marginal distribution of the test statistics are approximately equal across regions.
For the voxel-wise analysis we perform the F-test for the nonlinear interaction on 4 DOF. The singlestep PBJ offers improved power over the Holm and PJ procedures (Figure 4) . The Holm procedure ignores the covariance structure of the test statistics so yields conservative results. The PJ procedure is more conservative even than the Holm procedure. As with the region-wise analysis, this is likely because the finite sample distribution of the test statistics is different: voxels near the edge of the brain tend to have higher variance and are likely heavily skewed. If there is a subset of voxels with a heavily skewed distribution, then taking the maximum test statistic will yield conservative inference for all locations that have tighter distribution. By transforming the distribution of the voxels to be approximately normal, the PBJ procedure offers improved power and speed.
DISCUSSION
We introduced a fast parametric bootstrap joint testing procedure as a new tool for multiple comparisons in neuroimaging. The PBJ procedure improves computing time by generating the test statistics directly instead of permuting the original data. If normality assumptions about the data generating distribution do not hold, then the Yeo-Johnson transformation can be used to obtain statistics that are approximately normal to improve the finite sample performance of the procedure.
In the CBF data analysis, the PBJ is more powerful than the PJ MTP because the PJ MTP does not account for the fact that the finite sample distribution of the test statistics can be different. Differences in the finite sample distribution of the statistics are attributable to certain regions near the edge of the brain having larger variance and skew. For this reason taking the maximum across locations leads to conservative inference in locations that actually have tighter tails. While the PBJ generates from a chisquared distribution this ensures that a few heavy-tailed locations do not affect the distribution of the maximum.
In simulations, the step-down procedures provide little improvement in power over the single-step procedures. However, in the regionwise analyses Holm rejected 15 more regions than the Bonferroni procedure. The reason for the difference is that step-down procedures offer little benefit when there is a small number of false null hypotheses and a large number of tests.
Using simulations we found that both joint procedures perform well, in some cases even when the number of tests exceeds the sample size. This is quite surprising as it seems impossible that any given estimate of the joint distribution will satisfactorily reproduce the true joint distribution of the test statistics. For example, if we consider the case of normal test statistics, Z n = (Z 1n , . . . , Z Vn ) ∼ N (0, ) with full rank covariance, then the sufficient statistic isˆ n , which can be of rank n at most. So, the probabilities generated conditioning onˆ n assume Z n is restricted to a linear subspace of R V . With non-normal test statistics and more complex dependence structures it can only be more difficult to reproduce the null distribution.
MRI is a flexible noninvasive tool for studying neural aberrations related to psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia (Pinkham and others, 2011) and mood and anxiety disorders (Kaczkurkin and others, 2016) . However, recent studies have shown that the PJ MTP is the only inference methodology to reliably control the FWER in neuroimaging data (Eklund and others, 2016; Silver and others, 2011) . We have shown that inference using the currently available permutation procedure can take days and lead to conservative inference. Our proposed PBJ MTP is a reliable and fast testing procedure that will be a critical tool in studying functional and physiological features that can improve our understanding of the brain and its relation to behavior.
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